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require the enforcement of a right that is unrecognized, or even
repudiated, by the chosen law.1
A French widow, for instance, claims a share of her husband's Rights not
English land. This claim raises a question either of succession or of r«cognlzed
the mutual property rights of husband and wife. If the English judge sometimes
classifies the issue as one concerned with the mutual property rights of rccogni2ed
spouses he must enforce whatever right is granted to a widow by that 'm ^s1*134
particular part of French law. But if French law would have classified
the case as one of succession, it may well be that the English judge will
enforce a right that would not have been admitted in France.
The theory as advocated by Beale is open to a difficulty of a
different nature. This learned writer insists that the municipal
law of the country under which a right has been acquired must
be followed to the exclusion of its rules for the choice of law. This
no doubt is correct as a general principle;2 but if so, the result
will frequently be that the right enforced by the court of the
forum will not correspond with that recognized by the relevant
foreign law. The logic of the vested rights theory requires that
the court of the forum shall apply, not merely the domestic rules,
but also the rules for the choice of law, of the legal system under
which the right is said to have been acquired.
If, for instance, an American citizen were to die intestate domiciled
in Italy, some American courts would apply the lex domidlii and
would grant to the relatives such rights to the movable property of the
deceased as would have been granted to them by the relevant provisions
of the Italian Civil Code had the deceased been an Italian with no
foreign connexions. But Italian private international law, in its insis-
tence that intestacy is governed by the lex patriae^ would deny that
the relatives possess any such rights.
Again, it was said by Dicey in his lifetime that 'the incidents Foreign
of a right of a type recognized by English law acquired under
the law of any civilized country must be determined in accord-
ance with the law under which the right is acquired'.3 This is
scarcely true, for the incidents and consequences attached to a
foreign right when enforced in England may differ from those
recognized in. its country of origin. An English court, for
instance, may exact alimony from a husband living in England,
although he and his wife are domiciled in a country where no
such obligation is recognized.
1	Arminjon, op. cit., pp. 32-33; 47-48.
2	Infra, pp. 62; 83.
3	Dicey, Conflict of Laws (5th ed.), p. 43, General Principle No. V.
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